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True multiport vector network analysis
up to 20 GHz
The new R&S®ZNBT20 multiport network analyzer permits parallel measurements up to 20 GHz on up
to 16 integrated test ports. It offers high speed and accuracy, which provides numerous advantages for
measurements on complex multiport DUTs in development and production.
The multiport vector network analyzer portfolio has been
expanded to meet the growing requirements for multiport measurements. In addition to the R&S®ZNBT8 (up to
24 ports / 8.5 GHz) and the R&S®ZN-Z84 and R&S®ZN-Z85
switch matrices, the R&S®ZNBT20 vector network analyzer is
now available for the frequency range from 100 kHz to 20 GHz
(Fig. 1). With eight test ports that can be expanded later to 12
or 16 ports, it can be used universally for applications in development and production. The many ports are also ideal for signal integrity measurements such as on data cables.

Best multiport performance on the market
In contrast to solutions based on switch matrix technology,
the R&S®ZNBT20 features one measurement receiver and one
reference receiver on every test port (Fig. 2). In the parallel
mode, it can therefore measure on all ports at the same time,
a decisive speed advantage compared with matrix-based multiport solutions (Fig. 3). Even when equipped with 16 ports,
the network analyzer offers the excellent performance data
of a comparable two-port device at every port because the
switches to be provided in switch matrices between the test
port and the receivers of the base unit are not required. With
up to 130 dB dynamic range between all ports and the output level range from –60 dBm to +12 dBm, the R&S®ZNBT20
offers the best multiport performance on the market in the
frequency range up to 20 GHz.

Fig. 1: With up to 16 test ports and an upper frequency limit of 20 GHz,
the R&S®ZNBT20 supplements the vector network analyzer product range.
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Automated measurements and high throughput

¸ZNBT20

An external monitor and keyboard or an external touchscreen
can be connected for operation. Using the intuitive user interface already known from the R&S®ZNB vector network analyzer, the R&S®ZNBT20 is easy to configure. Numerous wizards provide support for measuring tasks.
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Remote controllability is a key factor for production applications. The R&S®ZNBT20 can be controlled via GPIB, USB or
LAN. Using the handler I/O interface, it interacts directly with
automated test systems. It controls an external part handler
and the test sequence and automatically selects DUTs based
on defined criteria.
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Automatic calibration units help save time and achieve high
measurement accuracy in a cost-efficient manner. They minimize the number of required screw connections and the systematic measurement errors since each test port has to be
connected to the calibration unit only once. The R&S®ZNBT20
firmware supports all Rohde & Schwarz calibration units and
guides the user step by step through the calibration.
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Fig. 2: The R&S®ZNBT20 network analyzer’s multiport architecture ensures
excellent RF characteristics.
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Fig. 3: Measurement time comparison between
R&S®ZNBT8 /
R&S®ZNBT20 and
switch matrix based
multiport solutions.
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Example: time-optimized signal integrity
measurements on data cables
Data cables generally consist of several twisted wire pairs
that have to be tested simultaneously and whose parameters, such as crosstalk, skew or rise time, have to be determined. With its multiport architecture and possibility of measuring differential systems, the R&S®ZNBT20 is ideal for these
tasks. Together with the R&S®ZNBT-K 2 and R&S®ZNBT-K20
software options for time domain analysis, such DUTs can
be characterized comprehensively. For this purpose, the data
measured by the network analyzer in the frequency domain is
transformed to the time domain and displayed as an eye diagram (Fig. 4). As a result, the transmission characteristics of
the DUT can be conveniently analyzed, similar to the method
known from time domain measurements. High-performance
trace analysis functions complete the functional range. The
simultaneous display of frequency and time domain measurements and eye diagram prevents complicated switching back
and forth between different test setups and delivers all relevant analysis parameters at a glance – making configuration
quick and easy.

The deembedding / embedding function of the R&S®ZNBT20
also makes it possible to remove the characteristics of test
fixtures mathematically from the test setup so that only the
characteristics of the DUT are obtained. Extensive network
models and touchstone data are available for this purpose.
This is vital for measurements of twisted wire pairs since the
network analyzer only provides coaxial test ports. These measuring options have proven themselves, for example, in the
measurement of cables for the USB, HDMI or DVI standards.

Summary
The R&S®ZNBT20 is a true multiport vector network analyzer up to 20 GHz with up to 16 integrated ports. Due to its
sophisticated architecture, it simultaneously measures all
test ports, which drastically reduces measurement time compared with switch matrix based solutions. Due to its excellent
performance data, it can be used for applications in development and production. The large number of ports is advantageous for signal integrity measurements on cables since several wires can be measured at the same time. Eye diagrams
are also available for the comprehensive analysis of DUTs in
addition to time domain display.
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Fig. 4: Eye diagrams
as well as frequency
domain and time
domain measurements are displayed
simultaneously.
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